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ABSTRACT

The basic concepts of the Lagrangian formulation of lattice field
theory are discussed. The Wilson and staggered schemes for deal-
ing with fermions on the lattice are described. Some recent results
for hadron masses and vector and axial vector current matrix el-
ements in lattice QCD are reviewed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The first attempts to deal with quantum field theory1'2) on the lattice in-

volved mainly analytical strong coupling calculations.3"5) However, after Creutz's

pioneering work6) enthusiasm for numerical simulations grew rapidly and, with

the increased availability of supercomputers, lattice field theory has become an

industry.

In these two lectures I will discuss only the numerical approach to lattice

QCD and will further restrict myself to the so-called Euclidean path integral or

Lagrangian method. In the first lecture (Sees. 1 to 4) I will discuss how field

theory can be formulated on a lattice so that a numerical simulation can be done.

The emphasis will be on concepts. I will not talk about actual computational

algorithms except to give a few references.

The second lecture (Sec. 5) will deal with a few applications of lattice QCD

to the calculation of hadron properties.

2. BASIC IDEAS OF LATTICE FIELD THEORY

A successful numerical simulation of a quantum field theory requires three
general ingredients:

1) a prescription to reduce the number of dynamical variables from an infi-
nite to a finite number



2) a formulation of quantum mechanics that lends itself to numerical simu-
lation

3) a way of connecting the numerical simulation to the real world

In this section I discuss how lattice QCD meets these requirements.

2.1 The Lattice

A quantum field theory defined on a continuous space is a physical system

with an infinite number of degrees of freedom. In the lattice formulation we replace

the continuous space-time by a discrete one and, in a numerical simulation, the

discrete space is also finite in its total extent. The number of dynamical variables

is made finite in this way.

Usually periodic (or antiperiodic) boundary conditions are imposed on the

fields. Effectively we have particles in a box with momenta restricted to discrete

values in a Brillouin zone. This has implications for the range of particle mass

parameters that can be used in a numerical simulation. Intuitively we feel that the

particles should have Compton wavelengths greater than the lattice spacing. On

the other hand, the Compton wavelengths, and the sizes of the hadrons, should

be smaller than the total spatial extent of the box. The choice of lattice geometry

involves a compromise between having a reasonably small lattice spacing and a

reasonably large total volume. In practice this means that for a given lattice

spacing and total size there is a window in quark mass that can be investigated

directly. For present-day lattices this window does not extend all the way down

to realistic up- and down-quark masses.

A result of having a discrete space is that we have ultraviolet regularization.

As an added benefit the regularization preserves gauge invariance. Note also that

the regulator does not rely on perturbation theory.

2.2 The Path Integral

In the path integral formulation7) of quantum field theory the stochastic

nature of quantum mechanics enters by averaging Green's functions of classical

fields over all possible field configurations. For some generic fields <f>

< 0 | *i(*i)to(*a) - | 0 > = - | J [dfi eiSWh *,(*,)*a(xa)... , (1)

with

Z = j [d<j>}eiS^h . (2)

The action S[<f>] is the space-time integral of the Lagrangian density. The appear-

ance of h in the weighting factor exp iS[<f>]/h reminds us that it sets the scale for



measuring fluctuations in the fields away from the minimum of the action, that

is, away from the solution of the classical equations of motion.

For use in numerical simulations, the integral in Minkowski space is contin-

ued to imaginary time (Euclidean space) with the replacements

t -* -it , (3a)

(3b)

Then the weight factor becomes e~Sc^h. On the lattice, quantum field theory

has become a statistical problem with e~Ss^h as the Boltzmann factor.

The usefulness of the Euclidean path integral is that now one can use an

importance sampling technique, such as the Monte Carlo method,8) to construct

equilibrium configurations of the classical fields, that is, field configurations chosen

with the probability

oc e-
8mW* . (4)

The evaluation of the path integral then becomes

0 > « — £ M*i)M*2) ..• , (5)
"conf

I where the sum is over a set of equilibrium field configurations (ncon{) in number.

' A discussion of the Monte Carlo algorithm for constructing equilibrium configu-

• rations is given by Creutz.8'9)

2.3 The Continuum Limit

An important requirement for a successful simulation is that the results cal-

culated on the lattice have some connection to the continuum.10) NonAbelian

gauge theories have properties which make them good candidates for lattice sim-

ulations. They are renormalizable and asymptotically free.

: Renormalizability tells us that the lattice spacing and the bare coupling

i constant are related. As the lattice spacing, which is an ultraviolet cut-off, is
:. changed, the bare coupling constant must be readjusted so that physical quantities

!•• remain fixed. This is the idea of the renormalization group. For a nonAbelian

i theory it can be shown in perturbation theory that the renormalization group

|; equations are consistent with the behaviour g —» 0 as the ultraviolet cut-off is

% removed, that is, as the lattice spacing is taken to zero for a lattice regularized

I theory. The point g—Q is a fixed point.



In practice one uses scaling ideas to determine when the lattice calculations
are close to the continuum. In a weak form this would demand that the ratio
of physical quantities of the same length dimension be independent of the bare
coupling constant. In a stronger form, called asymptotic scaling, one would require
that a physical quantity Q of dimension d, expressed in lattice units, behave as

(6)

where f(g) relates lattice spacing a with the bare coupling constant,

a — A"1 f(a} (7\

At the two-loop level of perturbation theory10)

with

tf~ = —fij-^ (9a)

(9b)

for an SU(N) gauge theory (neglecting fermions).

From the point of view of statistical mechanics a nonAbelian gauge theory

has a second-order phase transition at g=0. In the vicinity of the critical point the

correlation length diverges and details of the short distant physics (e.g., the fact

that the space has been made discrete) should not influence a correct description

of the physical system.11) This is the origin of scaling.

3. BUILDING BLOCKS OF LATTICE GAUGE THEORY
3.1 Gauge Fields

The dynamical variables describing gauge fields on the lattice are the ele-
ments of a representation of the local gauge group G of the theory. They are
associated with neighbouring lattice sites. I will use the notation U^x) for the
group element linking the site x with the site x + aM, where aM is the vector,
one lattice spacing in length, pointing in the (positive) //-direction. The links
associated with negative directions are given by

£/_„(*) = U~*(x - <!„) . (10)



Local gauge transformation is defined as multiplication of all links emanating from
site x by g(x) € G from the left. Under a local gauge transformation

Ull(x) = g(x)Utl(x)g-l(x + alt). (11)

It is clear that path-ordered products of links along any path through the lattice

will be transformed only by multiplying the matrices operating at the path ends.

The trace of the product of links along a closed loop will be gauge invariant.

These loops are the building blocks for constructing the gauge field action.

The smallest loops (plaquettes) are the elementary squares (size ax a) for .ned

from single links. For a lattice with NgNyNfNt sites there are 6 NxNyNxNt

plaquettes. The simplest possible lattice gauge field action1) is

' where Ua denotes the product of gauge field links around a plaquette and the sum

is over all plaquettes. The dimension of the gauge field matrices is N.

A vector potential can be defined by writing

where g is the (bare) gauge coupling constant. The matrix A^(x) is in the Lie

algebra of the gauge group. In the classical continuum limit (sometimes called

the naive continuum limit) a—»0 it is easy to show that

which is the usual continuum action if /? = 2N/g2.

The Wilson action, Eq. (12), is not the only lattice action that reduces to

the usual continuum action in the classical a-+0 limit. One can add to Eq. (12)

terms that contain loops larger than plaquettes without changing the classical

continuum limit. There are good reasons for adding such terms12-13) but, in fact,

most numerical simulations still rely on the Wilson action.

3.2 Fermion Fields

The continuum Dirac action for four-component Dirac fields is

, (15)



where D^ is the covariant derivative. The transcription of (15) to the lattice is
done by converting the derivative to a finite difference. The lattice action is1)

-̂ E fi(*hMzMX + a,) - 4>(x + a
* a it

. (16)

This "naive" lattice action suffers from the so-called species doubling problem.14)
This is most easily seen by considering the propagator of a free fermion (Feynman
propagator) calculated from (16). The propagator is

[ i-i

- E 7 M sin k^a + m (17a)
a <* 1

(17b)
E7Msm *V + m

As a —> 0 this propagator vanishes except at k = (0,0,0,0) or any of the 15 other
points where one or more of the components of &„ equals ±ir/a. In the vicinity of
these 16 points g(k) looks like a free continuum fermion propagator. The conclu-
sion is that (17) taken to the continuum describes 16 Dirac fermions. This species
doubling has consequences for the interacting theory. For example, vacuum po-
larization calculated in one-loop perturbation theory on the lattice using Eq. (16)
and then taken in the a —» 0 limit would yield 16 times the result calculated
directly in the continuum.14)
3.2.1 Wilson fermiona. One way to understand the species doubling is to note
that the finite difference in the kinetic term of (16) is the symmetric average of
a forward and backward finite difference. This is done for reasons of hermiticity, *
but it results in a lattice action with a 16-fold symmetry14) with respect to the C<
transformation «2

rP(x) ^ Tj>(x) (18a) %

${x) - ^(s)X-1 (18b) f

with T = a product of 1 and "fnisi-l)1" (/i = 1, . . . , 4). This extra symmetry _1
which appears on the lattice (but not in the continuum action, Eq. (15)) leads to
a degeneracy of states.



Wilson's proposal to eliminate species doubling is to add a term

~ E p(x)^(x)V(x + O + ftz + aJUfaMx) - 2ft*)̂ (*)] (19)

to the action.2) This term reduces to a second-derivative times the lattice spacing

and so does not contribute in the classical a —* 0 limit. At nonzero lattice spacing

the Wilson term breaks the symmetry under the doubling transformation (18).

The free fermion propagator becomes

la
- ] £ ( 1 - cosAMa)+m . (20)
a ii J

Now when fcM = n/a, i.e., at an edge of the Brillouin zone the propagator vanishes

when a —> 0. Only one Dirac fermion propagates, the fifteen unwanted species

effectively get masses proportional to a"1.

The Wilson action can be written

S[U, V,$ = E -

A conserved vector current can be derived from (21). It involves nearest-

neighbour terms and also gets a contribution from the Wilson term. The conserved

current is")

I] . (22)

Note that the point-split current (obtained by neglecting the Wilson term)

and the local current (conserved in the continuum)

VM(x) = ftx)7^^(i) (24)

are not conserved on the lattice.

Unlike the "naive" lattice action (and the continuum QCD action) Eq. (21)

is not invariant under global axial transformations

V>(x) -» eia*rl>(x) (25a)

fti) -+ ftx) ei<rn (25b)



for zero bare quark mass m=0. Since chiral symmetry is an important principle

of low-energy hadron dynamics one might be worried about its being explicitly

violated in the Wilson scheme. Fortunately the problem with chiral symmetry is

more apparent than real. Let M = m + 4r/a denote the parameter of the "mass"

term of Eq. (21). At tree-level there is a critical value of M, Ma — ir/a such

that m = 0. For the interacting theory there will be some other critical value

M = Mcr(g, r) depending on r and g which corresponds to zero quark mass. It is

shown in perturbation theory that if one adjusts M to be equal to Mcr(g, r) as the

cut-off is removed, g —»0, a -* 0, the resulting continuum theory is independent of

r and has chiral symmetry.14)

One of the difficulties for phenomenological applications of the Wilson scheme

is that axial currents cannot be unambiguously defined from Eq. (21). In general

the lattice axial currents will not satisfy PCAC. However, it has been shown1*'16)

that near the critical mass parameter it is possible to apply a finite (and calcula-

ble) rescaling factor to lattice axial current matrix elements in such a way that, in

the continuum limit, they yield matrix elements of currents satisfying PCAC. In

other words, we can calculate axial current matrix elements in the Wilson scheme

that correspond to the usual continuum axial current.

Finally note that it is conventional to use the dimensionless "hopping pa-

rameter" K = (2Ma)~x = [2(ma + 4r)]~l as the mass parameter in numerical

simulations. Most simulations are done with r = 1.

3.2.2 Staggered fermions. A commonly used alternative to Wilson fermions is

the staggered or Kogut-Susskind scheme.4'17) Here the species doubling is not

completely eliminated but it is reduced by thinning out the fermion degrees of

freedom. This is accomplished by applying the following unitary transformation

to the Dirac fields in Eq. (16)

1>(x)T(x) = T(x)X(x) , (26a)

*(x) = X(x)T^x) , (26b)

where T(x) = 7f'72273374*- The resulting action is diagonal in the Dirac-indices
of the fields X. It is sufficient to consider only single components of X (denoted
\). The action for these single-component or staggered fermion fields is



S[U,X,X] = E l 5 - ;

) \ ,+ X(x)mX(x)\ , (27)

where the phase factor Jfo(z), which is the remnant of the 7-matrices, is given by

»&.(*) = (~l)Ux) with U*) = E *«fi = !•
The quark fields, from which composite hadron operators can be formed, are

constructed by dividing the lattice into 4-dimensional hyper cubes and transform-

ing the 16 single-component fields located at the corners of each hypercube into

four multiplets of Dirac fields. The four multiplets reflect the: residual species dou-

bling and Susskind17) suggested that they be interpreted as flavours. The flavour

structure of this theory was subsequently developed by Gliozzi,18) by Kluberg-

Stern ei of.19) and others.20"22)

The principal advantage of the staggered scheme over the Wilson scheme is

that a remnant continuum chiral symmetry is preserved.14'19) For bare quark mass

m = 0, the symmetry is U(l) <8> U(l). This is spontaneously broken to U(l)y and a

Goldstone boson (to be identified as the pion) appears. Unlike the Wilson scheme,

lattice axial currents satisfying PCAC can be constructed22) without resorting to

renormalization or fine-tuning.

A disadvantage of the staggered scheme is that the operators needed to

describe hadrons are nonlocal in the x-fields,19>23""25) which are the fields in the

actual calculation. Constructing the operators is tedious and, numerically, non-

local operators tend to be subject to severe statistical fluctuations.

3.2.3 Alternate fermion schemes. The fact that in the Wilson and staggered

fermion schemes either species doubling or chiral symmetry violation occurred

is no accident. There is a general result (Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem26)) which

states that if the lattice fermion derivative is local, either chiral symmetry viola-

tion or species doubling must be present. There have been a number of proposals

of fermion derivatives which circumvent the Nielsen-Ninomiya theorem but none

has proved sufficiently attractive to come into use for numerical simulations.

An obvious direction for avoiding the Nielsen-Ninomiya result is to go to

a nonlocal lattice derivative. The original SLAC derivative27) did this but there

were questions whether it would lead to a Lorentz invariant continuum limit.28)
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Recently Quinn and Weinstein29) have shown how to formulate a nonlocal lattice

theory which solves this problem. Unfortunately it seems to be too cumbersome

for practical numerical calculations.

Rebbi30) has proposed another way of introducing nonlocality into the deriva-

tive. His suggestion is to treat the numerator and denominator of the fermion

propagator differently when it is written in the form given by Eq. (17b). In this

scheme the numerator would be given as for naive lattice fermions but the denom-

inator would be like the denominator appearing in the propagator of scalar fields.

At first sight this would seem to eliminate the singularities corresponding to the

unwanted species. However, some further analysis of this scheme suggests that

quantum effects resurrect species doubling in the full interacting theory.31"33)

Another approach is to give up hermiticity3*"37) which gives rise to the dou-

bling symmetry in the first place. Recent work38) suggests that in the interacting

theory species doubling appears in these schemes also. A similar conclusion is

drawn about the random lattice.

3.3 Hadron Correlation Functions

The basic building blocks of lattice QCD are the gluon and quark fields. How

do we use them to learn about hadrons? The "raw data" of numerical simulations

are correlation functions of operators that can act as interpolating fields for the

hadrons. The operator could be built from gauge fields, e.g., glueball operators,

or from quark fields. Only ordinary hadrons containing valence quarks will be

considered here.

The idea is that operators such as (suppressing Savour labels)

OP{x) = ^o(z)~5V°(z) , (28a)

OP(x) = F(x)ltir(*), (28b)

and

(28c)

can excite hadrons from the vacuum in the pseudoscalar-meson, vector-meson

and nucleon channels, respectively.39) Then, for example, if one looks at the large

time separation of the two-point correlation function < O(x)O*(Q) > it should

be dominated by propagation through the hadron ground state. This can be

seen by inserting a complete set of states between Of(0) and O(x) and using the

S
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time translation operator in Euclidean space e Ht. At large time separations the

contributions of excited states to the correlation function will be exponentially

suppressed relative to the ground state.

The strategy for calculating the ground-states masses of hadrons should be

clear.40'41) One determines the exponent of the time decay of two-point functions

projected onto zero momentum,

£ < Oi(x)O}(0) >-> Cie-m'1 . (29)

Other kinds of physical quantities may involve correlation functions more com-

plicated than the two-point function and are determined from the coefficients

multiplying the exponential time-decay factor.

4. CALCULATING CORRSLATION FUNCTIONS

The correlation functions in which we will be interested in Sec. 5 have the

following general form in terms of the path integral

x ^ J p / 3 . . . T ( U ) i > a , t p 0 , ... , (30)
a'ff ...

where the operators Oi,O3, etc. are finite polynomials in the fermion fields and
the fermion action Sp[U, ip, ^] is bilinear in quark fields. Schematically we write
Sp = ^lM[UYi! where M is the fermion matrix. The fermion functional integral
is over Grassmann variables. This can be done, giving42'

< OX(U,1>^)O2{V, j>, tf) •. • > = \ j [dU] e " s ^ det M[U]

x.Tt[M-l[U)M-l[U\ ... r] . (31)

The quantity M~X[U] is the quark propagator in the presence of the gauge field

configuration U.

The computation of the correlation function is carried out in three steps.

First, the vacuum is prepared. This involves the construction of an ensemble of

equilibrium gauge field configurations, that is, sets of gauge group link matri-

ces chosen with probability proportional to e~s°W det M[U]. The determinant

includes quark-antiquark polarization effects. In practice these have often been

omitted. In this case the determinant factor is put equal to 1. This is called the

quenched approximation.
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The construction of configurations8 10) relies on a simple property of ergodic

Markov chains. Let U and U' denote two field configurations. At each step in the

chain there is a probability P(U', U) for taking U into U' satisfying the conditions

P(U',U)>0 (32a)

Y U ) = \ . (32b)
w

The probability P(U', U) defines the updating algorithm. One condition
that should be imposed on it is that equilibrium configurations should remain in
equilibrium, that is,

e-s[V) = £ P{utUf) e-s(V) ( 3 3 )

If the probability is ergodic, that is, it eventually allows all possible configurations

to be accessed, Eq. (33) is sufficient to assure approach to equilibrium. A condition

stronger than Eq. (33), namely, detailed balance

P(U\ U) e~sM = P(U, U') e-sW (34)

is usually imposed at each step of the updating process.

An example is the so-called Metropolis method.43) One goes through the

lattice updating one link at a time. The target link U is changed by a small amount

by multiplying with a gauge group element 6U which is close to the identity in

group space and which is chosen in some random way. Note that the selection of

6U is done so the probability of choosing 6U'1 is the same as for choosing 6U. Let

U' = 6UU. If S(U') < S(U), then U is replaced by V in the field configuration.

If S{V) > S(U), then U will be replaced only if e(-s(u ')-s( t /)) > a random number

chosen with uniform probability in the range (0,1). This updating scheme satisfies

Eq. (34).

Other algorithms8'4*"46) are also in common use. For quenched SU(3) cal-

culation the pseudoheatbath algorithm47) is often used. There are also a number

of techniques for including the fermion determinant. These include the pseudo-

fermion,48'49) Langevin equation,50'51) molecular-dynamics52'53) and hybrid meth-

ods.54"56)

The second step of the computation is to calculate the quark propagators

M~*[U] that appear in Eq. (31). This is a very time-consuming computational

problem as the dimension of the fermion matrix is equal to (no. of colours) X (no.
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of lattice sites) for the case of staggered fermions and 4 x (no. of colours) x (no.

of lattice sites) for the Wilson scheme. Fortunately, the fermion matrix is very

sparse and, because the initial space-time point for a hadron correlation function

can be held fixed, only a handful of columns of M-1 (not the full inverse) need

be calculated. Still, this must be done for each gauge field configuration of the

ensemble and for each value of the quark mass.

The conjugate gradient57) and Gauss-Seidel58) algorithms are used most fre-

quently to solve linear equations for columns of M~x. They are both iterative

methods. As the quarks become light the rate at which the algorithms converge

decreases. Some recent work has focused on matrix preconditioning59) and Fourier

acceleration techniques60) to fight this critical slowing-down.

The final step is the calculation of the hadron correlation function by aver-

aging over gauge field configurations. From Eqs. (5) and (31)

• < Oi(uti,,?)o2(u,4>,y) . . . > = — £ ivhrl[U]M-l[u]... r] . (35)
"conf c o nf

A statistical error in the correlation function is estimated from the fluctuations
of the suminand in (35) over the gauge field ensemble.61) Ideally, statistical errors
should decrease as (nConr)~1/'2- In addition, systematic errors in the extraction of
physical quantities have to be considered. The biggest problem is nonphysical
behaviour resulting from the finite lattice spacing and volume. In practice this
places limits on the values of coupling constant and quark mass that can be used
for a given lattice geometry. Recognizing these limits (and when one may have
violated them) is a major difficulty when trying to get physics out of the numerical
simulations.

5. APPLICATIONS OF LATTICE QCD

In this lecture I discuss a few applications of lattice QCD. Table I gives a

list of some of the things that have been studied on the lattice during the past

few years. I have picked out three topics for which I will show some recent results.

First I will discuss hadron mass calculations. Then I will consider examples of

vector and axial vector current matrix elements, namely, the pseudoscalar meson

electric form factor and the nucleon axial coupling constant.

5.1 Hadron Masses

The spectrum of QCD is, of course, one of the things we would most like

to know, and it is natural that the calculation of hadron masses was one of the



Table I. Applications of lattice QCD.

Application

Hadron masses
Pure gauge sector

string tension
glueballs

Topological properties
instantons and confinement
U(l) problem

Phase transitions
finite temperature deconfinement
chiral symmetry restoration

Vector currents
form factors
vector meson decay constant

Axial current
pseudoscalar decay constant
nucleon axial coupling

Weak interaction matrix elements

References

62-67

68-71
72-77

78-80
81-84

85-88
89-92

93-96
97,98

63,97,99,100
101,102
103-107

first applications of numerical QCD simulations.40'41) As lattice methods improve

mass calculations continue to be done and in this section I review some of the

more recent results.62"67) ••

As mentioned in the first lecture, doing a simulation for a finite lattice i

spacing and number of spatial sites restricts us to a window of quark mass which s

at present does not extend down into the physical u- and cf-quark region. |

The results of the simulation are dimensionless numbers for masses in lattice $

units, that is, for Ma. Recently it has become popular to present the results in ^

terms of mass ratios. This so-called Edinburgh plot allows the lattice spacing to ;

be removed without actually having to determine it in physical units. What is

plotted is the ratio of nucleon mass to vector-meson (p) mass M^/Mp vs. the ratio

of pseudoscalar mass (7r) to vector-meson mass M^/Mp. There are two special
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points shown in Figs. 1 to 4. The star at M*/Mp = 1, MN/MP — 3/2 is the result

that would be expected for very heavy quarks (static quark model). The box (• )

indicates the ratios calculated with the experimental pion, p-vaeson and nucleon

masses.

Figure 1 shows ratios of masses calculated using the Wilson fermion scheme

in the quenched approximation. Notice that the ratio MrjMp only goes down

to about 0.7. It is only very near the critical values of the hopping parameter

Kcr that the quarks are light and there is an appreciable effect due to the spin-

spin interaction. Figure 2 shows the ratios calculated in the staggered scheme

also in the quenched approximation. Here MT/MP is smaller than in the Wilson

case. However, the errors are somewhat larger and the differences between the

calculations of different groups tend to be larger than in Fig. 1. Part of the reason

may be that it is more difficult to determine the nucleon mass in the staggered case

than it is for Wilson fermions. In the staggered scheme the correlation function

describing baryon propagation gets contributions from both positive and negative

parity states. Differences in how the time dependence of the two-point function

is fit can lead to differences in mass.

Simulations are starting to be done including quark vacuum polarization

effects (nonquenched) and some results are available for masses. Figure 3 shows

the mass ratios for Wilson fermions. For a given Mw/Mp,Mv/Afp may be a bit

smaller than for the quenched case but not significantly so. Finally Fig. 4 shows

a staggered nonquenched calculation.67) MT/Mfi has been pushed down quite far

but the errors are large. I'm not sure that one can conclude very much from this

calculation.

5.2 Pseudoscalar Meson Electric Form Factor

The calculation of the spectrum is important but the masses, by themselves,

do not tell us if lattice QCD hadrons are anything like real hadrons. To find

that out we have to investigate the hadronic structure. The vector current is an

excellent tool for doing that on the lattice just as it is in the laboratory.

A conserved vector current can be derived from the lattice action.14) It is

given for the Wilson scheme in Sec. 3.2.1. With appropriate charge assignments

the electromagnetic current 7M(x) can be constructed. Let p(x) denote the charge

density operator Jt(x). The three-point function we will be interested in is of the

form
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Fig. 1. Plot of MN/MP vs M*/Mp cal- Fig. 2. Plot of MN/Mfi vs Af /̂M ,̂ cal-
culated in the Wilson scheme using the culated in the staggered scheme using the
quenched approximation. The results are quenched approximation. The results are
taken from Fukugita et a/.62) ( A ) , Ham- taken from Bowler et al.es) ( A ) , Hamber63)
ber63) (o) and Gupta et a/.64) (o) (o) and Gupta et a/.64) (o).
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Fig. 3. Plolof Ms/Mp vsMt/Mp for anon- Fig. 4: Plot of MN/MP vs Atr/Mfi for a
quenched calculation using Wilson ferinions. noiiqiienched calculation in the staggered
The results are taken from Fukugita (•/ al?2) scheme. The results are from Grady et
(A) and llai.ibcr6") (o). a/.67).
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,q,tx,*,) = £ < «"**<>*(*. (.) 22 «"**/»(*)Ojf(0) > , (36)

where OH is the interpolating field for the hadron of type H [see Eq. (28)]. Insert-

ing complete sets of states between the operators and using the Buclidean time

translation operator gives

r*,<,) < I>^>>1 C+(P) <H,p\m \H,p'> C.(P')
x e-E,(U-t.) e-E,,t. t

where the factors C± are a measure of the strength with which the operator OH

excites the hadron from the vacuum. The electric form factor can be extracted

from the matrix element < H,p \ p(0) | H,p' >. To get the factors C± one

calculates the two-point function

(38a)

(38b)

It is easy to see that the ratio

6 & , q, tK, t.)_ f
\ K '\

yields the matrix element of interest for tx » tx » 1.

The lattice calculations have been done for the pseudoscalar meson states.95)

In this case

< 0~,p | /KO) | Q-,p> >= !?£+JkFiq) , (40)

where F(q) is the electric form factor normalized so that F(0) = 1. Another
quantity of interest is the charge radius which is related to the slope of the form
factor at Q2 = 0 by

Knit
dQ* Q2=o}' (41).

The numerical calculations shown here were done in a model for QCD using

only SU(2) colour.95) The lattice was 10 x 20 x 10 x 16 in size with momentum

transfer along the 2-direction. The gauge field configurations were constructed

with the Wilson plaquette action at /? = 2.3.
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With periodic boundary conditions the momentum eigenstates are discrete.

For 20 lattice sites the minimum momentum transfer is q = ir/10 in lattice units.

All the calculations shown here were done at that value. The calculated form

factor was parametrized by F(Q2) = (1 + Q2/A2)"1 and Eq. (41) was used on this

parametrization to determine the charge radius.

Figure 5 shows a typical result for the ratio H, of Eq. (39). The lattice is

not quite large enough to get truly asymptotic behaviour but an estimate of the

form factor is possible. The results for different values of the Wilson hopping

parameter are shown in Fig. 6. One sees very clearly the decrease of the form

factor (at fixed momentum transfer) and increase of the root-mean-square radius

as K~X decreases, that is, as the quarks become lighter. Of course this is the

behaviour we expect but it is nice to see it emerge from the numerical simulation.

The parameters A2 themselves show an interesting behaviour. They are

plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of the inverse of the hopping parameter. The

increase of A2 at large /c"1 just reflects the slower fall-off of the form factor (Fig. 6).

Also shown in Fig. 7 are the values of A2 divided by the vector-meson mass squared

A2/M2. This ratio is, within errors, independent of K and equal to 1. This is very

suggestive of the old idea that coupling to vector mesons dominates the low-

momentum-transfer behaviour of vector-current three-point functions.108'109) ,

In the above calculations the mass of the quark and antiquark in the meson

were the same. There is another interesting test that can be made if they are taken

to be unequal. One can allow the charge to act on either the lighter or the heavier

quark and thus determine a root-mean-square radius (relative to the centre of

mass) for them independently. The result of doing this is shown in Fig. 8. The •'

heavier quark mass is fixed at the maximum value corresponding to n = 0.134. £

The lighter mass decreases as K"1 is decreased. The physically reasonable result |

that in a meson with unequal mass quarks the charge distribution of the heavy • •

quark has a smaller radius than that of the lighter quark is observed. Furthermore, V

as the quark masses become more unequal there is a tendency for the radius of fg

the heavy quark distribution to decrease from what it is in an equal mass system. p

This provides good evidence that the form factor is correctly reflecting the meson :!

structure. i

The pseudoscalar meson form factor was also calculated using the staggered

fermion scheme94) with results qualitatively similar to those shown in Figs. 6-8.
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Fig. 5. The combination H of three- and Fig. 6. (a) The pseudoscalar-meson electric
two-point functions [Eq. (34)] vs the time form factor at q = ir/10 vs the inverse of the
coordinate of the meson annihilation oper- hopping parameter, (b) The meson root-
ator. The charge-density operator acts be- mean-square radius #,„» vs the inverse of
tween time step 4 and 5. the hopping parameter.

7.5

Fig. 7. The A2 parameter from a monopole
parametrization of the electric form factor
vs the inverse of the hopping parameter.
The quantity A2 is shown both in lattice
units (o) and divided by the vector-meson
mass squared (•).

Fig. 8. The root-mean-square radius RTna
for the light (•) and heavy (•) quark in
a pseudoscalar meson with an unequal-
mass quark-antiquark pair vs the inverse of
the hopping parameter of the light quark.
The heavy-quark mass is fixed at K=0.134.
For comparison the root-mean-square ra-
dius of a meson with an equal-mass quark-
antiquark pair (o) is also shown.
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0.4 0.8 1.2

Mo (GeV/c2)

Fig. 9. The root-mean-square radius calculated using Wilson
(•) and staggered (•) fermions vs pseudoscalar-meson mass
Mo- The experimental value of the pion charge radius is also
shown (o).

A comparison of the charge radii calculated using Wilson and staggered fermions

is shown in Fig. 9. At smaller pseudoscalar meson masses (i.e., smaller quark

masses) the results are compatible. For completeness the experimental value110)

for the pion charge radius is also plotted although it is premature to take this

comparison very seriously.

5.3 Nucleon Axial Current Coupling

The nucleon axial coupling constant QA/QV is a constant source of amusement

for hadron model builders. It was one of the first quantities calculated in the quark

model111) where it is 5/3. The extension of the model to the full SU(3)-flavour

baryon octet yields the so-called F/D ratio of 2/3. Deviations from the above

values are obtained when relativistic effects are taken into account (for example,

see Ref. 112). Recall that the experimental values113-114) are 1.254 ± 0.006 for

gA/gv and 0.63 ±0.02 for F/D.

Recently a systematic, study of the nucleon axial coupling was carried out in

the framework of the Wilson scheme and quenched approximation.102) For Wilson

fennions the definition of the axial current operators is ambiguous. Two different

operators are considered here, the point-split current

x)) (42)
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and the local current

i ^ - (43)

The normalization of these currents is such that, taking into account the nor-
malization of the lattice fermion fields relative to the continuum fermion fields
Vtatt = V'COO/V^K, the operators of Eqs. (42) and (43) reduce to the usual local
axial current in the naive continuum limit.

The axial coupling is conventionally given with respect to the vector cou-
pling. The vector current used in this calculation is KV^X) where V^{i) is the
conserved current defined in Eq. (22), with this normalization gv = 1.

The axial coupling is defined for neutron beta-decay which involves the
isospin-raising operator. For the lattice calculation it is convenient to make an
isospin rotation and to use101)

< P I 4 S ) + I « > = 2 < p | J<5>3 | P > • (44)

In terms of quark flavours jW3 = j ^ u - jWd, where j£5)" and j ^ d are bilinear in
u- and d-quark fields, respectively. More generally for an SU(3) flavour octet of
states and currents

B{ >= ifiikF + dakD , (45)

where ijk are flavour indices. Then for the individual u- and d-quark components
of the current it is easy to show

< P I J(5)" IP > ~ 2F , (46a)

and

<p\j{s)d\p>~F-D . (46b)

The nucleon axial coupling is extracted from the ratio

I ™-) = A v 5 « F ^ • <47>

where G^ is the two-point function

G<2\x,0) =< P(x)P(0) > (48)
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and the three-point functions are of the form

G<3>' =< P(x) £ ji5)/(y)P(0) > (49)
if

with J3 (y) equal to the axial current operator for quark of flavour f(u or d).

The proton interpolating field P has the form given by Eq. (28c). At large time

separations tx » ty » 1 this ratio should yield gA.

The calculations were done using Wilson fermions. The gauge field config-

urations were constructed on a lattice 103 x 20 using the quenched SU(3) pseu- \

doheatbath algorithm.47) Eighteen configurations at /3 = 6.0 were used in the

calculations. Statistical errors were calculated with the jackknife procedure.61)

Figure 10 shows the ratio 7̂ 2 (*x) [Eq. (47)] calculated with the point-split

current for the different values of the hopping parameters (/c = 0.105, 0.130,

0.148, 0.151). The ratio is reasonably time independent at large tx for all hopping

parameters. The results for the local axial operator are similar.

The unrenormalized values of the axial coupling as a function of K for both

the point-split and local currents are plotted in Fig. 11. Note that the larger value

obtained with the local current is consistent with the expectation that ZJJ, the

renormalization factor of the local current, is smaller than Z~, the renormalization

factor of the point-split current.

Before extracting the final number for gx/gv I discuss the mass dependence

of the unrenormalized coupling in more detail. First of all, consider the behaviour

at small K. This is surprising at first sight since from the quark model one ex-

pects g\ to increase as quark masses increase and relativistic effects become less ;

important. Fortunately there is an analytic calculation that shows the decrease

in g\ to be correct.

One calculates in the limit of static quarks, that is, quarks propagating only -*

in time. The result for the local axial operator is gA/gv = 5 /3(2K). A simple closed |

expression could not be obtained with the point-split current but it is easy to show %

'hat gA oc K2 as n —» 0 for this case. Figure 12 shows the unrenormalized axial \i

coupling again, now extended to K = 0.06. For the local current gA approaches M

the line 5/3 (2«) while for the point-split current, gA clearly vanishes much more i

rapidly as K decreases.

Taking the static limit effectively takes us away from the continuum since

the quark mass becomes much larger than a"1. Nonetheless contact with the
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3

Fig. 10. The ratio 7J2('r) of Eq. (42) vs tx for the hopping parameter values
0.105 '(•), 0.130 (•), 0.148 (•) and 0.151 (•) .

1.8

Fig. 11. The unrenormalized nucleon axial coupling constant vs K. The circles
(•) are calculated using the local axial current and the triangles ( A ) arc for
the point-split axial current.



Fig. 12. The unrenormalized nucleon axial coupling constant vs n extended to
small values of the hopping parameter. The circles (•) are calculated using the
local current and the triangles (A) are for the point-split axial current. The
solid line is 5/3(2/t), the result for static quarks with the local axial current.

continuum static quark model can be made if a K-dependent renormalization,

(2K)~1 for the local current, is applied.

As K —* Ka the statistical fluctuations in QA increase but perhaps a decreas-

ing overall trend is suggested. It is important to decide how much weight should

be put on these points at large K. Remembering that the spatial extent of the

lattice is only about one fermi, one suspects that finite lattice volume effects are

playing a role. Some evidence that this is the case is obtained by calculating in

the meson sector. Mesons are expected to be smaller in size than baryons so that

if there is a finite size effect for baryons it should start at a smaller n than for

mesons.

In the meson sector the axial current can give a transition between vector

and pseudoscalar states,115) for example, /9-meson /?-decay, p —• nev. Although

this is not of great pheuomenological interest the lattice calculation in the meson

sector is useful. Using the two-point functions

(50a)

and
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the three-point functions

GPV{x, 0) =< OP{x) £ jl(y) OfHO) > (51a)
a

and

GPV(X, 0) =< 0^(0) 5^ il(y) OUO) > (51b)
if

one constructs the ratio

1 - 1 . (52)
/ \jtp\tC* UI ? t-'VA**'* **/

When tx » tv » lfTlsitx) —* gAi the axial coupling in the meson sector. Note

that in the quark model the meson axial coupling given here would be simply the

overlap of the pseudoscalar and vector-meson radial wave functions which is 1 for

sufficiently heavy quarks.

Figure 13 shows the unrenormalized g& in the meson sector as a function of

K. Except for a change in scale the results are quite similar to those obtained for

the nucleon. For the meson the static limit is 2K which the local operator values

approach at small «.

In Fig. 14 we compare the unrenormalized axial coupling constants (point-

split operator) for the nucleon and meson sectors. The points are plotted as

a function of hadron (nucleon and vector meson) mass in lattice units and the

lowest mass point corresponds to/t = 0.154 in each case. It is observed that, in

contrast to the nucleon, the mesonic axial coupling at the lowest mass is given very

nicely by extrapolating from the higher mass values. This provides an indirect

indication that the apparent suppression of the nucleon axial coupling is a finite

volume effect.

Finally an estimate is given for gA in the physical mass region. It is assumed

that the most realistic extrapolation is the monotonically increasing one dictated

by the K values 0.105, 0.130 and 0.148 and observed in the meson sector. Figures

15 and 16 show the extrapolation done in two different ways using the point-

split axial current results. With the point-split renormalization factor of 0.86

calculated by Maiani and Martinelli (Ref. 116) the result for the renormalized

value oi g^/gv is about 1.1. Unfortunately a meaningful error cannot be assigned

to this estimate, given the assumption made about the extrapolation.
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In these lectures I have focused on the numerical simulation of lattice QCD.

Of course, analytic approaches are also being pursued. In addition more formal

studies aimed at putting lattice field thoery on the same mathematical basis as

continuum field theory are going on. Finally I note that as far as numerical simu-

lations go, the amount of work being done on the lattice Higgs model is probably

comparable to that being done on lattice QCD. Information on these and other

topics may be found in the proceedings of the annual lattice field conference.117'118)
I
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